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Chromatin as an active polymeric material
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The patterns of the large-scale spatial organization of chromatin in interphase human
somatic cells are not random. Such patterns include the radial separation of euchromatin
and heterochromatin, the territorial organization of individual chromosomes, the non-
random locations of chromosome territories and the differential positioning of the two X
chromosomes in female cells. These features of large-scale nuclear architecture follow
naturally from the hypothesis that ATP-consuming non-equilibrium processes associated
with highly transcribed regions of chromosomes are a source of ‘active’ forces. These
forces are in excess of those that arise from Brownian motion. Simulations of model chro-
mosomes that incorporate such activity recapitulate these features. In addition, they
reproduce many other aspects of the spatial organization of chromatin at large scales
that are known from experiments. Our results, reviewed here, suggest that the distribution
of transcriptional activity across chromosomes underlies many aspects of large-scale
nuclear architecture that were hitherto believed to be unrelated.

Introduction
The laws of physics underly all natural phenomena. However, the complexity of biological processes
and phenomena usually frustrates attempts to find even qualitatively useful physical explanations of
biological observations.
Despite this, properties of biological phenomena at scales beyond purely molecular ones are occa-

sionally amenable to physical intuition. One example is that of allometric scaling, the proportionality
between metabolic rate Y and body mass M that is represented by the equation Y ∝ Mb, with b ≈ 3/4.
This relationship, Kleiber’s law, holds for body masses between those of mice and blue whales, a range
spanning several orders of magnitude [1]. An attractive explanation of Kleiber’s law invokes the prop-
erties of the dense physical transport networks that carry nutrients, metabolites and waste products
across organisms [2]. This organizing principle could not have been guessed by studying the biology
of either mice or elephants independently. It involves ideas from disciplines as diverse as physiology,
physics, network science and engineering.
There has been much recent progress in the understanding of the mechanobiology of processes

ranging in scale from the single cell (cell adhesion and migration) to groups of cells (the organization
of tissues and developmental processes such as gastrulation) [3–7]. All current attempts to model
these processes invoke ‘activity’, the term used for the irreversible local consumption of energy that is
at least partially converted into the work that cellular processes must constantly perform. The univer-
sal currency of energy in living systems is the ATP molecule. Since the cell maintains ATP concentra-
tions away from thermal equilibrium, energy derived from ATP hydrolysis can be used to perform
work. An example is the power stroke of a translational molecular motor’s step, where the forward
motion of the motor and its cargo is resisted by the viscosity of the surrounding medium. The motor
must do work to move, using energy supplied by the hydrolysis of ATP. Such non-equilibrium, active
forces are not associated with thermal fluctuations. They are, therefore, unlike Brownian forces, from
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which work cannot be extracted in a sustained manner. Activity is thus an irreducible part of what separates
living matter from dead matter [3–7]. The field of large-scale nuclear architecture is a natural testing ground
for ideas concerning the importance of activity [8].
Chromatin remodelling, transcription and DNA repair are energy-consuming processes that use ATP

hydrolysis. This leads to the localised, irreversible consumption of energy at the molecular scale [8–11]. Once a
cell enters interphase, its chromosomes must readjust their locations in a cell-type-specific manner, settling
into conformations and positions that share many statistical features. These features are largely common across
cell types. Such rearrangements must involve physical forces, since they involve the movement of large poly-
mers, many microns in size, across similarly sized regions within the nucleus.
Gene-dense and less compact euchromatin regions have been known for many decades now to be more cen-

trally disposed than gene-poor and more compact heterochromatin [12]. That chromosomes are organized into
territories has been known for more than a century. However, chromosome territories are not distributed at
random [12–14]. Both gene-density-based as well as chromosome length-based radial positioning schemes have
been proposed for individual chromosomes [15–17]. For example, in support of the idea of gene-density-based
radial positioning, the gene-rich chromosome 19 tends to be more centrally located in the nucleus than the
gene-poor chromosome 18. Also, gene-rich regions within chromosomes are most often found to orient
towards the nuclear centre. In female cells, the two X chromosomes (Xi,Xa) are differentially positioned, with
the more compact Xi closer to the nuclear envelope than Xa [18,19]. Actively transcribed chromosomes also
tend to have rougher and more elliptical territories than less active ones [19–21]. These generic features of the
large-scale nuclear architecture are seen across multiple cell types [22]. It is natural to ask whether the effects
of activity might be responsible for these remarkable regularities and to specifically explore models that incorp-
orate such activity [8,23].
What should such a model contain? Chromosomes in cell nuclei are, at a biophysical level, highly confined

heteropolymers. These polymers move in a crowded, fluid medium filled with constituents of different sizes
and physico-chemical properties. Contacts within and between chromosomes give rise to the characteristic
contact matrix structure that Hi-C measurements probe at the population level. This information can also be
incorporated into polymer models, enabling them to descsribe chromosome structure more realistically [24–36].
Had it not been for the considerations regarding the activity described above, it would have been natural to

model chromosomes as being in thermal equilibrium with the environment surrounding them. Indeed, practically
all work so far has made precisely this assumption, without questioning whether it should be valid [24,37–41].
However, models that a priori assume that chromosomes are in thermal equilibrium have not yet been shown to
exhibit any of the generic features of large-scale nuclear architecture described above. This has been a long-
standing problem. The question then pivots to how to best model active processes in the nucleus, if indeed the
source of these commonalities is activity.
Recent biophysical approaches suggest that the effects of the activity are best represented in terms of

inhomogeneous, stochastic forces that are larger in regions where ATP consumption is larger and are attenu-
ated in regions where it is smaller [3–6]. For our purposes, we may think of this as a local effective temperature
that reflects local levels of activity [8,23,42,43]. If we describe each chromosome as a polymer, with each
monomer representing a specific section of DNA sequence, different monomers can thus be thought of as
experiencing different effective temperatures. These local temperatures correlate to local active processes across
the associated piece of chromatin, the logic being that chromatin remodelling, DNA repair and a host of other
energy-consuming processes must be enhanced in regions containing highly transcribed genes [8,44].
We choose to model chromosomes in terms of monomers that are each comprised of 1 Mb units, since this

is a scale most relevant to chromosome territory formation. We considered local gene density across 1 Mb
regions of each chromosome as one proxy for activity and transcriptome-derived levels of gene expression
across those regions as another related proxy. We used experimental contact matrix-derived data averaged over
the 1 Mb scale to represent contacts between monomers and incorporated other biophysical parameters, such
as the density of chromatin, in our description [23]. We then carried out extensive computer simulations of
our model, comparing our results to data wherever possible. The model is described in more detail in refs.
[8,23,44].

The model
Our simulations model human cells with 23 pairs of chromosomes (diploid, XX) in terms of equivalently sized
polymers placed within an impenetrable spherical shell. Each polymer is made up of spherical monomers that
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represent consecutive 1 Mb-scale groups of the DNA sequence contained in the chromosome being modelled.
The interaction between neighbouring monomers is the finitely extensible non-linear elastic (FENE) potential.
Monomers interact with (non-neighbouring) monomers via a soft-core potential — the polymers are self-
repelling but not self-avoiding [45]. A different ‘effective’ temperature Ti is associated to each monomer, reflect-
ing its local level of activity in interphase.
In the gene density model, the gene content of each 1 Mb region, obtained from GENCODE, [46] is mapped

to an active temperature. Monomers containing many genes which fall below a preset cutoff are ‘inactive’ or
‘passive’. They are assigned the physiological temperature T = Tph ≃ 310 K. Monomers with a larger number of
associated genes are ‘active’ and assigned Ta = 20Tph. For the gene expression model, we infer activity using
transcriptome data obtained from processed RNA-seq output, assigning the most active monomers a tempera-
ture of 12Tph [47]. We do this for five different cell types. For the ‘combined’ model, we use the same tempera-
ture assignments as for the gene expression model but, in addition, take the top 5% of monomers by gene
density as inferred from GENCODE and promote them to have the maximum active temperature. The actual
magnitudes of these choices is largely irrelevant. What really matters is that active and passive monomers have
different active temperatures.
To model chromosome structure we use Hi-C data on each of the cell types we consider, representing the

effects of the strongest contacts in terms of permanent connections between the contacting monomers. We
refer to such contacts as ‘loops’ for this reason. For the GM12878 cell type, we incorporate 27 super-loops only
for the inactive chromosome (Xi), taking the associated data from ref. [48]. We employ the widely used
LAMMPS code, implementing Brownian dynamics, in our simulations [49].
We calculate Si(R) = 4πR2 Pi(R), where Pi(R) dR is proportional to the probability of finding a monomer of

chromosome i at a radial vector R from the origin. For a uniform distribution, Si(R) = 4πR2 so any deviation
from that simple result must indicate a preference for a special radial location over another. We compute the
averaged three-dimensional shapes of chromosome territories, both in three dimensions as well as their shapes
projected into two dimensions. We calculate the volume asphericity and prolateness of chromosome territories
as well as the ellipticity and regularity of the two-dimensional projections of these territories. Since our simula-
tions provide us a series of snapshots, in steady-state, of the configurations of all our simulated chromosomes,
all large-scale structural features can be calculated from these. In addition, with a suitable mapping of time-
scales, we can address questions of the dynamics of changes in chromosome configuration and positioning.

Results
Our simulations recover the territorial organization of chromosomes, as shown in Figure 1A. (These results are
reported for the combined model discussed above. Our results for the other related models are similar.) The
radial variation of the averaged effective temperature is shown in Figure 1B. It mirrors the variation of gene
density between the centre of the simulated nucleus and its periphery, as shown in Figure 1C, representing the
spatial separation of outer heterochromatin and inner euchromatin regions. A central consequence of our
model is that gene expression should correlate to a larger strength of activity, and that the distribution of both
these quantities should be attenuated towards the boundaries of the nucleus. The simulation results of
Figure 1B,C illustrate this.
As was the case for Kleiber’s law, this is emergent behaviour, in this case, attributable to the combination of

differential activity and confinement. In practice, this is further complicated by the fact that chromosomes have
different lengths and different extents of compaction as a consequence of chromosome-dependent contact
structure. All these features are included in our model.
Chromosome-specific distribution functions S(R) are obtained experimentally using confocal slices of FISH

images from an ensemble of fixed nuclei. Our computed S(R) for the gene-poor chromosome 18 and the
gene-rich chromosome 19 in the GM12878 cell type are compared, in Figure 1D, with experimental results
from ref. [50]. (These chromosomes have comparable lengths but differ in gene density by a factor of about 4.)
The S(R) for chromosomes 18 and 19 exhibit well-separated peaks. For comparison, the R2 rise of S(R) towards
the nuclear envelope, expected if the distribution of chromosomes were random, is shown in magenta, specified
as ‘Random’ in the legend of the subfigure. Comparisons with experimentally derived distribution functions for
chromosomes 12 and 20, chosen because they have comparable gene densities but different lengths, also yield
consistent results. Figure 1E, displays 2d FISH data for chromosome regularity and ellipticity, from ref. [51],
compared with predictions from our simulations. The simulations and experimental data track each other, with
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the simulations finding the same dip, and subsequent rise, of both ellipticity and regularity around chromo-
some 22.
The X chromosomes in female cells within interphase have consistently been found to be differentially posi-

tioned. The inactive X chromosome Xi is usually found towards the periphery of the nucleus [19]. This con-
trasts to the more central disposition of the active X chromosome Xa. Our model recovers this remarkable
feature, as shown in Figure 1F. Incorporation of the recently discovered super-loop structure of Xi alters the
distribution slightly, but does not affect the relative positioning of these chromosomes.
These results, together with many others, were first presented in refs. [8,23], where they are described in

more detail.

Conclusions
We began by noting that large-scale nuclear architecture in higher eukaryotes exhibited many striking regular-
ities. These regularities are apparent at scales that are much larger than molecular scales but still smaller than
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Figure 1. A summary of model results, modified from figures originally presented in Ref. [23] and reproduced with permission.

(A) Snapshot of simulation configurations of 23 pairs of model chromosomes within a spherical nucleus. Each bead represents a 1 Mb section of

genome associated with a specific chromosome. (B) A cutaway sphere representation of average effective temperatures within the simulated

nucleus, in a model representing the GM12878 cell type. (C) A cutaway sphere representation of the average gene density within the simulated

nucleus, in a model for the GM12878 cell type. This illustrates the excess in gene density seen towards the centre of the nucleus in comparison

with the gene density in the nuclear periphery. (D) Distribution of monomer density S(R), reflecting the local density of DNA, for chromosomes 18

and 19 (red (dashed) and blue (smooth) lines, respectively) in our model for the GM12878 cell type. Experimental data obtained from ref. [50] for this

cell type is plotted together with the simulation predictions, (red ovals: Chr 18, blue crosses: Chr 19). If chromosomes are distributed randomly

across the nucleus, S(R) R2 is expected, as shown in the magenta (dotted) line. (E) Ellipticity and regularity for each chromosome as predicted by

the model and obtained from simulations representing the GM12878 (blue) and IMR90(green) cell types. These are compared with experimental

data (red ovals) from 2d FISH experiments ref. [51] for a cell type closely related to the IMR90 cell type. Ellipticity values of 1 represent a perfect

elliptical chromosome and regularity values of 1 refer to a perfectly regular chromosome, without roughness. The x-axis is in order of increasing

gene density. (F) Monomer density distribution S(R) vs. R, for the Xi and Xa chromosome for the GM12878 cell type. The inactive X chromosome,

Xi, is shown in red (solid or dotted line) and the active X chromosome, Xa, is shown with a blue dashed line. (Loops on the Xi in the GM12878 cell

type can include (red solid line) or exclude (red dotted line) ‘superloops’ as seen in recent experiments ref. [48,52].).
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the size of the cell. This scale does not fit comfortably into what we think of as either conventionally biological
or physical regimes.
To describe biological phenomena at this intermediate scale, it is important to use cell-type-specific bio-

logical input. However, it is just as important to transform this input so it can be incorporated into physics-
based methodologies appropriate to that scale. (The choice of a scale of description is a choice we usually make
automatically. For example, we avoid discussions of quarks when discussing B-DNA and speaking of carbon
atoms makes no sense when discussing Kleiber’s law.) Our choice of biophysical model was also dictated by the
need to render our calculations tractable while remaining sensitive to the details of the underlying biological
system. Our biophysical model for large-scale nuclear architecture thus treads the delicate line between being
respectful of the biological complexity on the one hand and retaining the simplicity that is the most useful
aspect of a physical description on the other.
We stressed the importance of non-equilibrium effects, arising from local transcriptional activity, for a bio-

physical description, proposing that the magnitude of active processes should increase as local transcription
levels increased. Levels of transcription were translated into an effective temperature seen by each monomer in
our polymer model of chromosomes.
We then performed simulations of these confined polymers, with properties chosen to reflect generic bio-

physical aspects of chromosomes. The monomers in our simulation represented 1 Mb sections of chromo-
somes, although we could have defined our model at the smaller scales of 0.1 or even 0.01 Mb without a
problem. Inhomogeneous activity across the length of the chromosome provides a ‘fingerprint’ for each
chromosome. This fingerprint at least partially encodes the statistics of its positioning. If we did not account
for inhomogeneous activity we would have obtained unstructured distributions for the chromosome gene
density and none of the results we highlighted as evidence for non-random organization of chromatin at large
scales would have been obtained.
A central prediction of our work, one that distinguishes it from other approaches to large-scale nuclear archi-

tecture, is that there should be a gradient of ATP consumption, and thus a gradient of active forces, between
the cell nucleus and its periphery. Since ATP is a small, labile molecule with a large diffusion constant, a priori
it might have been expected to be uniformly distributed across the nucleus. Any gradient in ATP consumption
can thus only come from the fact that ATP turnover occurs inhomogeneously between nuclear centre and per-
iphery. It would be interesting to see if this simple prediction could be checked in experiments.
Some lines of our ongoing work include the following: following DNA damage through chemotherapy

agents such as cisplatin, chromatin decondenses, chromosome mobility increases and chromosome positions
change [53]. However, at longer times, as DNA damage repair proceeds, chromosomes recover the distributions
that existed prior to the damage event [54]. This bolsters the idea that transcription programs are connected to
positioning and that changes in these programs have predictable consequences for changes in positioning.
These are aspects that our model is well-equipped to explore and our preliminary results are consistent with
what is observed in experiments. The nuclear lamina, a complex network of lamins and lamin-associated pro-
teins, lines the nuclear envelope. It couples to lamin-associated domains on chromosomes in regions that are
typically associated with repressive compartments [55]. These specific interactions of chromosomes with the
nuclear envelope conjoins the ‘bulk’ effects that our model describes with cell-type-specific ‘surface’ effects gov-
erned by this binding. Our preliminary results suggest that incorporating interactions with the nuclear envelope
helps to favour specific patterns of chromosome organization over others.
Phase separation has emerged as an fascinating paradigm for how cells and nuclei might create localized

reaction compartments within them that need not be membrane-bound [56]. These compartments can be
enriched in specific biochemical components. This then allows reactions within them to take place far more
efficiently than in the well-mixed case [57,58]. It has been suggested that DNA loops originating in different
chromosomes might colocalize in such compartments, leading to the co-expression of sets of genes associated
with specific genetic programs [59]. Activity-based chromosome positioning, as described here, should underly
the preference of specific chromosomes to be spatially proximate, enhancing the probability of such interac-
tions. Variations in the activity-induced positioning of chromosomes are known to be specific to cell type; in
our calculations, these variations can be subtle but are nonetheless present. These ideas might thus add a layer
of additional information to the phase-separation paradigm in the context of nuclear organization.
We conclude by reproducing verbatim the concluding lines of ref. [23], since we have not found a way to

phrase them better: ‘If such biophysical approaches have any truth to them, they indicate that a small set of
initial model assumptions, argued for on general grounds, must yield consistent explanations and descriptions
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for all data, not just those the model abstracts in its construction. The advantage of simple models is that they
enable us to concentrate on underlying principles that are often obscured by the complexity of real data, includ-
ing intrinsic heterogeneities across cell populations, varied experimental and analysis procedures and the lack
of sufficient statistics in some cases. Prior models for nuclear architecture in mammalian cells fail to reproduce
many general attributes of nuclear architecture known from the experiment. These properties — certainly their
important trends — are emergent in our calculations, since they were not directly encoded in our model speci-
fication. This suggests that our methodologies provide hitherto unavailable biophysical insights into the deter-
minants of large-scale nuclear architecture in metazoans.’

Summary
• Several common features of large-scale nuclear architecture have been known for a while but

have lacked explanation

• A model for large-scale nuclear architecture that incorporates non-equilibrium activity is
described

• Inhomogeneous activity and looping patterns underlie celltype-specific features of such
architecture

• Simulations of the model recapitulate many known features of nuclear architecture and predict
new ones.
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